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About This Content

Wales is the beautiful and fiercely independent realm of tribal lords, wizards, and dragons that slumber beneath the roots of
Snowdonia. It’s new leader, King Ryons used to be the most dangerous warlord of the land. He wants to restore the power of the

Old Faith in Britannia and he always reaches his goals.

Bow down before the gods of the ancients. Fear the creatures coming back from the twilight and respect the ways of the druids.
And follow the warrior-king, who will conquer Britannia.

This expansion is the twin of King Arthur - The Saxons, offering a wide array of new content (i.e. beasts and other monsters) as
well as a brand new campaign. The economic system of the base game has been redesigned for a totally new campaign structure.

The player will now be able to play in a sandbox mode as the champion of the Old Faith. There is also a complex diplomatic
system where campaign winning conditions can be set by the player in an open, non-linear gameplay environment.
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New campaign (Welsh Kingdom)
30+ hours gameplay
Free, sandbox gameplay. The objectives are strategic goals, not compulsory plot lines
Complex diplomacy system with all kings and rulers involved including: the Marauders, The Outlaws, the Sidhe courts,
the high priests and some of the noble ladies as well.
Adjustable options for the campaigns: the player can set the level of the AI aggression or the importance of magic, etc.
Four new, unique heroes
Three new special units
Three new units
Ten new hero skills
Two new unit skills
20+ unique artifacts (including ten sets)
20+ unique diplomatic and battle quests.
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not bad for a time killer the servers are quite dead tho. This game is less than $3 and works..It needs tweaking here and there but
is a good game. Ai is all over the place but thats ok because you never know what reactions your gonna get. It at least runs well
which is a plus considering alot of these zombie and horror games that seem to be coming out 5 to 10 games every week wind
up being garbage. Its not perfect but it is enjoyable and kinda hard in places. I'd buy it again. I have more than 0.3 hours on it as
I played it out of steam.. Too buggy. Nice game, but it's obviously hasn't been beta tested. Way way too many bugs. I guess that's
why it's on sale for 2 dollars..... This game takes way too long to finish for a match 3 game.

Gist of the game:

You play a match 3 to fill up your monster's attack bar, then you match the glowing gem to attack the enemy monster. A match
game can end very quickly.

The problem: monsters have levels, you will hit the level cap and will be unable to keep your monster to fight in the next level.
You will also have to level up pretty high to beat some of the "farm/grind" monsters. Speaking of which, they respawn every
time you leave the map. You are forced to leave the map after each boss fight, so when you re-enter the same world, you have to
fight all the low level monsters all over again, which takes a lot of time.

To fully explore each world, you would probably spend many many hours because of the interruptions from the low level
monsters, thus it just becomes a boring grind.. A great 3rd person shooter with a good plot.. The game is perfectly fine, there
isn't really anything to dislike about it, but neither is anything to like about it. It is a simple old school arcade shooter that offers
just that. If you like a retro and basic style of game, this one is for you, though I would only buy at a discounted price.. Once
you've finally gotten the hang of the various abilities, you lose them all and get even crappier new ones to replace them.. One of
my favorite games!. Awesome fun game, It has a beutiful setting and the flowers are blewing.
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The best part of Updates are the Upgrades.. Dog puns.

Dog puns everywhere.. Very nice game. Basic point-and-click, but minus the scares of older, better-known games. Feels like a
game of "I Spy" for a good 20% of the game due to the repeat of a similar mini-game which does not make much sense in the
context of the game. Also, it is incomplete and ends without resolving the plot by promising a sequel or update. Would not
recommend.. 25 low piece count puzzles (60-350 pieces) based on the pictures used in one of the previous Pixel Puzzles games.
It doesn't take long to finish, but it's free for those who already own that earlier game.. I recommend this game but only just. I
didn't expect much from it having only paid 49 cents for it but it went above and beyond my very low expectations.
Pros: Playing on Fantastic The voxel graphics were fairly nice but in reality without any expectations they were pretty shoddy.
Gameplay was not challenging at all but very casual with simple controls.
Cons: Ridiculous checkpoints, Easy levels, Easy boss battles, Rubbish story.
For the pricetag just buy it to make up your game collection. Its what I did and its pretty worth it.. cute and oddly profound.
highly recommend. Completed the current content in 25 minutes.. which is kinda slow :( For now, dont buy.. hard for no reason.
This game has impacted me on a deep 4th dimensional level. It has a very deep representation of the battle between feminism
and the lost masculinity of men in our society. The playable character, a blond, well endowed, and tanned skinned woman
represents the ideal vision of a woman in American culture. Because this woman is the one you are in control of, she can be
used as an analogy that feminist women are the ones in control.

The other characters you will encounter in the game are white men wearing business attire that can only walk back and forth in a
linear path. At first, I thought these men were just obstacles in my way preventing me from achieving my goals. I soon realised,
however, that they were more than that. They were in my way because they opposed feminism. Their movement patterns were
used as a way to convey their resistance towards the feminist movement. The biggest hint to this is what happens when they
touch your character. Your character doesn't just figuratively die, no, rather the men are reclaiming their masculinity and finally
regaining their prescience in this feminist dominant world.

All of these hidden meanings to the actions performed in this game amazed me. Never before have I seen a game in this
industry that tries to philosophically teach these meanings to me in such a masterful way that it is incorporated into the actual
gameplay without being distracting. If you are on the fence about this game, I cannot recommend it enough. It made me feel
things that no other game on the market has done before. It taught me that videogames are more than just entertainment, but
that they can also be forms of art. I thank the developers of Hentai 3018 for opening my eyes and giving me one of the deepest
experiences I have ever had in my 15+ years of gaming.
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